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Clients Can't Help But Open Emails 
with This Subject Line

By Jay White

These two words work like magic

Put these words together and emails get opened

Get more clients by getting them to open your emails

Three more subject line tips

Writing emails is easy IF you know the secrets

One of the things I teach is to NOT begin writing your email with the subject line. I always suggest writing the email first, then 

reworking something from the text that sort of "jumps out" — a phrase, a sentence, or a thought — and using that as fodder for 

your subject line.

Because, if it jumps out at you, it should do the same, if not more, for the reader.

However, for a Proactive Marketing email, we're going to toss out this rule and start with a subject line that works like 

gangbusters to get a cold email opened. And the best part is, you only need two little words: "quick question."



Think about it. If you get an email with the subject line of "quick question," there's a lot going on there — not to mention a lot 

that COULD be going on, but is yet to be revealed.

Let's start with the word "quick" …

Using the word "quick" intimates that this email won't take long to read or process at all. And that's exactly what a busy 

marketing executive or business owner wants — to get through his email as quickly as possible. After all, there are 100 other 

emails surrounding yours that are screaming for attention, too.

So, starting with "quick" gives him the assurance that it won't take more than a few seconds to get this one opened, read, and 

done with. Which means it moves him toward opening your email that much faster.

As far as the word "question" is concerned, that's an open statement that can be translated in a wide variety of ways. What's 

the question about? Is it something to do with work? Something personal? A pressing and important matter? Something 

frivolous?

The possibilities are endless … and oh-so-intriguing.

But the only way to find out what the question actually is would be to … (drumroll, please) … OPEN THE EMAIL. And, that's 

exactly what happens more often than not.

So, with "quick question," we get the attention we want and the open rate we want. Because let's face it — nobody's hiring you 

if they never even read your email.

Here are a few more subject line tips to help you get more of your emails opened …

1.
Use an ellipsis … Those three little dots at the end of a sentence? They indicate there's an unfinished thought. And, the 

only place to finish that thought is — you guessed it — inside the email. So, adding an ellipsis to your subject line can 

possibly increase your open rates even that much more.

2. Lower-case letters: This one has always puzzled me somewhat, because I'm a big believer in initial caps (only 

capitalizing the first letter of a word) in headers. But the numbers don't lie. I've consistently seen subject lines with all 

lower-case letters get opens more than headers with initial caps. And, they always outperform everything in all caps. 

(Who wants to be shouted at in a subject line?)

3. Keep it short: Another reason why "quick question" works so well is because it's only two words. Shorter subject lines 

are quicker and easier to consume, and in this day and age when we're all being bombarded with marketing messages, 

the quicker and easier something is to consume, the better.

These tips will get more emails opened, and you'll have more opportunities for paid copywriting gigs.



Your takeaway: Start your Proactive Marketing emails with the words "quick question" in the subject line. (And of course, make 

sure your email message really is just a quick question … )
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5 Responses to "Clients Can't Help But Open Emails with 
This Subject Line"

I like it:) 

misbrown – over a year ago

Weellllll -- maybe it's my journalistic/advertising background, but, as a savvy recipient of many dozens of non-

profit/news/business emails every single day (including some with the subject line "Quick Question"), I have a large caveat 

regarding the premise of this article.

I've learned only one thing from emails entitled "Quick Question": they are always from someone wanting me to give them 

something I wouldn't voluntarily offer: time, personal information and quite possibly my hard-earned money.

So call me a cynic, call me a hard-nose, but when I see an email entitled "Quick Question", it is one I know I don't need to 

open.

Sorry! 

Beth Jones – over a year ago

Hi Beth--thanks for your comment. While I see your point, I also see open rates of 40-50% when I send cold emails 

to prospects on behalf of my coaching students (I have a program where I market for them) using this same 

subject line. Which is very good considering the average open rate for business emails is around 14% to 23%, 

according to Mailchimp. But of course, if we're getting 50% opens, that means 50% are not--which looks to be 
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where you fall. For me, I'll take 50% any day. :)

Jay White – over a year ago

Hi Jay, I have your program Email made Easy. There is a lot of writing that suggests that prospecting is most successful 

when done with direct mail vs. email. I want to specialize in content writing (email, enewsletters, case studies, etc.) for 

professional service providers. Is it helpful to launch a mail campaign in combonation with email, or will the person toss the 

dm package if he/she has seen and rejected the email? Carol in Canada

carol olafson – over a year ago

Hey Carol! I think a combination of email and direct mail is a great idea. Although DM sort of took a back seat 

when the internet hit, savvy marketers are still mailing pieces and getting engagement from targeted prospects. I 

say go for it! :)

Jay White – over a year ago
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